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It is a well known arrangement in smoke 
tube boilers that the gases after having 
passed through the first row or the first rows 
of smoke tubes are reversed in a return cham 
ber located, wholly or partly, outside the 
water space of the boiler, and from the said 
chamber pass into the next Smoke passage, 
or in the case of a boiler having tubes through 
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which the gases only pass in one direction, 
10 that the gases are carried to a smoke box lo 

- cated, wholly or partly, outside the Water 
space of the boiler, and from the said Smoke 
box are conducted to the chimney through a 
smoke pipe or smoke flue, said return cham 
ber or smoke box being removable for the 
purpose of giving access to the boiler tubes 
for cleaning the same. 
On account of the high temperature of 

their exterior surfaces such return chambers 
or smoke boxes, particularly the former, Will 
always cause a great loss of heat and an in 
convenient temperature in the boiler room. 
The usual remedy against these drawbacks is 
the appliance of some non-conducting ma 
terial. But an effective covering has been 
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made difficult by the high temperature pre 
vailing, and the result obtained is so neg 
ligible that such coating very often is wholly 
abandoned. . . . . 
The object of the invention is to reduce 

substantially the loss of heat from the said 
return chambers or smoke boxes of tubular 
boilers by transmitting the Waste heat given 
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off by the return chambers and Smoke boxes 
35 to the combustion air, either the secondary 

or the primary air, or to both. In this man 
ner the air will become intensively heated, 
thus furthering an effective combustion of the 
gases developed in the fire, which is of Special 

40 importance when the fire is burning low, as 
in such case the secondary air, if not properly 
heated, will cause such a drop in the temper 
ature in the combustion chamber as to ren 
der impossible a complete combustion of the 
gases, especially when bituminous fuelis used. 
Through the heat radiated from the re 

turn chamber or smoke box of a boiler the 
combustion air may be heated to a far higher 
degree than if heated by flowing through pas 
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ondary air. 

sages which are wholly or partly in contact 
With the boiler water, and the manner of heat 
ing the combustion air, as embodied in the 
present invention, is far more efficient than 
in the cases where the heating is effected by 
conducting the combustion air, in some well 
known manner, through passages in the 
brickwork arranged in or above the combus. 
tion chamber, as the temperature in the lat 
ter by this arrangement is reduced to such an 
extent as to minimize the advantages gained 
by heating the combustion air. . . . . 
The transmission of waste heat to the com 
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bustion air from the return chamber or smoke box of the boiler is effected by providing air 
jackets Surrounding the said return chambers 
or smoke boxes in such a manner as to estab 
lish hollow spaces between the latter and the 
air jacket, and the combustion air is carried. 
through these hollow spaces, either by means 
of the draft in the chimney or by forced ; : 
draft. For this purpose the hollow spaces 
communicate through one or several aper 
tures with the boiler room and also with the 
combustion chamber of the boiler by a pipe 
or passage for discharging the warm, sec 

. In order to compel the com 
bustion air to flow across the total heating 
surface of the return chamber the hollow 
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Space may be divided into passages by means 
of ribs directing the course of the air. 

If the walls of the return chamber or 
smokebox have not been properly cooled 
down by the passage of the secondary air 
and consequently still possess a surplus of 
heat available for heating purposes the said discharge pipe or passage may be continued 
down to the space below the grate of the 
boiler, thus making it possible to supply 
warm, primary air to the fire place. For 
this purpose a special discharge pipe may 
also be arranged. The drawing shows an example of how 
the invention may be applied, both in a 
smoke-tube boiler with exterior return cham 
E. and in a smoke-tube boiler with 'smoke 
OX. - - - - - - - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Figs. 1 and 2 show two vertical sections 
of a vertical smoke-tube boiler with exterior 
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return chamber, at right angles to each other, 
Fig. 3 a section following the line A-B- 

in Fig. 1, s 
Fig. 4 a top view of the return chamber 

and 
Fig. 5 a vertical section of a vertical smoke 

tube boiler with smokebox, as seen from the 
front. 
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In the boiler shown in Fig. 1 a, is the fire 
space with the combustion chamber, b is the 
shell of the boiler, c. the fire door, d the grate, 
e the Smoke tubes communicating with the 
combustion chamber and with the removable 
return chamber v, f the Smoke tubes com 
municating with the return chamber and 
with the smoke chamber r and g a partition 
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wall between the fire space and the smoke 
chamber. h. is the Wall of the return cham 
ber v, i an outer wall spaced from the wall 
h and forming there with an air jacket en 
closing the return chamber 0, and a pipe, 
see Fig. 2, establishing communication be 
tween the return chamber o formed by the 
air jacket i and the combustion chamber of 
the boiler, and, if so desired, also with the space below the grate. A tight fit between 
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the removable return chamber and the top 
plate of the boiler is obtained in soline well 
known manner, for instance through a sand 
lock m. For lifting the return chamber or 
smoke box when the boiler tubes are to be 
cleaned an eye bolt t may be fixed on the 
former adapted to be engaged by the hook 
of a trolley travelling on a rail suspended 
from the ceiling (not shown), thus making 
it easy to remove the return chamber. The 
connection between the pipel and the air 
jacket should be easily detachable and may, 
for instance, be effected by a sand lock at the 
upper end of the pipel, into which lock the 
end of an elbow in of the air jacket engages. 
From the pipel the warm, secondary air may 
be carried to the combustion chamber a of 

45. 
the fire space through a pipe or passage 4 
situated in the smoke chamber 7, and com 
municating with the combustion chamber by 
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several pipes v. - 
Instead of connecting the pipe (both with 

the combustion chamber a of the boiler and 
with the space below the grated, as shown 
in Fig. 2, the pipel may open only into one 
of the named spaces. 

In either case, namely, when the pipe l 
opens both into the combustion chamber a 
of the boiler and into the space below the 
grated, or when the pipe opens only into 
the combustion chamber or only into the 
space below the grate, dampers may be pro 
vided as shown in Fig. 2 for regulating 
the airflowing through the passage or pipel. 
The ribso, see Figs. 1 and 4, are located 

in the air jacket i, and because of these ribs 
the combustion air is compelled to flow across 
the total heating surface of the return cham 
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ber. The apertures k admit the cold air 
into the air jacket i. - 
As the temperature in the return chamber 

of a smoke-tube boiler, see Fig. 1, is very 
high due to the fact that the gases in this 
case have only passed part of the heating 
surface, the combustion air will become in 
tensively heated on its passage through the 
hollow space between the return chamber 
2) and the air jacket i. 

In Smoke-tube boilers which are not pro 
vided with return chamber and in which the 
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gases are carried direct to a smokebox, as 
shown in Fig. 5, and consequently have 
travelled along the total heating surface of 
the boiler before entering the smokebox, the 
temperature in the latter will be compara 
tively low and the combustion air corre 
spondingly less heated. Still, the amount of 
heat given off in this manner will be so large 
that the Smoke box would cause a consider 
able loss of heat, if not prevented by the said 
combination. 
In Fig. 5 s is the Smoke box, the other 

letters corresponding with those indicated in 
Figs. 1 and 2. The smoke pipe a is connected 
with the removable smoke box in some well 
known manner, making it easy to disconnect 
the latter and the smoke pipe a. 
Having thus described my invention, what 

I claim is:- 
1. The combination with a smoke-tube 

boiler having uptake tubes and downtake 
tubes, of a removable member forming a re 
return chamber disposed outside of E.E. 
and in communication with all of Said tubes 
for receiving combustion gases from the up 
take tubes and delivering said gases to the 
downtake tubes, the wall of said return cham 
ber being enclosed by an air jacket communi 
cating with the atmosphere through at least 
one aperture, and a pipe in communication 
with said air jacket and the fire box of the 
boiler thereby to utilize the Waste heat of 
the return chamber for pre-heating the com 
bustion air. . . . . 

2. The combination with a smoke-tube 
boiler having uptake tubes and downtake 
tubes, of a removable member forming a return 
chamber disposed outside of the boiler, and in 
communication with all of said tubes for re 
ceiving combustion gases from the uptake 
tubes and delivering said gases to the down 
take tubes, the wall of said return chamber 
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being enclosed by an air jacket communicat 
ing with the atmosphere through at least one 
aperture, and a pipe in communication with 
said air jacket and the fire box of the boiler 
thereby to utilize the waste heat of the re 
turn chamber for pre-heating the combustion 
air, said air jacket being provided with a 
plurality of ribs dividing the same into inter 
communicating passages so directed as to 
cause the incoming air to contact with prac 
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tically the entire surface of the wall of the cating with the atmosphere through at least 
return chamber. one aperture, a pipe in communication with 

3. The combination with a smoke-tube said airjacket and with the combustion cham 
boiler having uptake tubes and downtake ber of the boiler and having a branch in com- 15 

5 tubes, of a removable member forming a munication with the space below the grate 
return chamber disposed outside of the boiler, and dampers for controlling the passage of 
and in communication with all of said tubes air through said pipe and branch. 
for receiving combustion gases from the up- In testimony whereof I have signed my . 
take tubes and delivering said gases to the name to this specification. 

10 downtake tubes, the wall of said return cham 
ber being enclosed by an air jacket communi- MICHAEL TRESCHOW. 


